ACROSS
1  Creative type’s extremely cautious boxing marine structure for each relative (12)
8  Wise co-owner regularly keeps butcher back (3-4)
9  Flash Romeo, one piercing heart of Juanita, using expressions of love (7)
11  Controversial closure of some grounds (7)
12  Suspect fence might be so old, with hole in middle, rattlin’ badly (2,5)
13  Esteemed Line of Duty loses half of its characters (5)
14  Mark, with training excessive, switched climbing boot (9)
16  Rogue German woman cleaner not universally accepted (9)
17  Guided around periphery of flat displaying earthenware (5)
18  Welshman that is sticking with second teeth? (7)
19  Irish photographer leaned over model in Ford showroom? Hot stuff (7)
20  Awful sports car outside has limitations for Lenny (7)
21  See copper during summer, when in France, deliver harangue (7)
22  Old government department, weary of discussion, relocated to Defra (5,2,5)

DOWN
1  Scrub surface of levels left with ring in informal coffee house (4,3)
2  Being parched, fresh air’s needed by detective on case in Tenby (7)
3  Group of fashionistas that maybe on runway, ready (3,3,3)